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Abstract
We use the canonical energy method of Hollands and Wald to study the stability properties of
asymptotically flat, stationary solutions to a very general class of theories, consisting of a set of
coupled scalar fields and p-form gauge fields, minimally coupled to gravity. We find that, provided
certain very weak assumptions are made on the coupling coefficients, the canonical energy method
can be extended to this class of theories. In particular, we construct a quadratic form E on initial
data perturbations, with the properties that E > 0 on all perturbations indicates stability, while
E < 0 on some perturbation indicates instability. Furthermore, we show that the conditions needed
for the existence of E allow for a stable definition of asymptotic flatness. Finally, we extend the
proof of the Gubser-Mitra conjecture, given by Hollands and Wald, to this class of theories. In
particular, this shows that for sufficiently extended, charged black brane solutions to such theories,
thermodynamic instability implies dynamical instability.
1 Introduction
The stability properties of solutions to Einstein’s equations in various dimensions and in the presence
of various matter fields are of considerable interest, both in themselves and in the context of low energy
approximations to string theory. However, even in the vacuum, asymptotically flat, four dimensional
case relatively little is known about stability beyond the linear level. In particular, the Kerr solution has
not been proved to be stable, although both linearised analytic calculations and, numerical calculations
indicate that it is [1] [2] [3].
In contrast to the situation in four dimensions (in which stationary solutions are believed to be stable),
recent work (see [5]) has shown that higher dimensional, stationary vacuum solutions are not all stable.
In particular, black holes which rotate fast enough have been shown to be unstable. The landscape of
“black objects” is also more complicated, including black rings [7] and possibly other, more complicated
objects. When matter fields are introduced, the situation can become even more complicated.
Another class of solutions exhibits interesting stability and instability properties - namely, black
strings and branes. In fact, it was in the context of black strings that the first unstable vacuum black
object was found, by Gregory and Laflamme [8], and it was this work that inspired much of the later
work on instabilities of asymptotically flat spacetimes. Later, Gubser and Mitra [9] conjectured that this
instability could be understood in terms of the thermodynamics of black brane, and in particular that any
black string/brane which is thermodynamically unstable is also dynamically unstable to long-wavelength
perturbations. This conjecture was recently proved by Hollands and Wald, using the canonical energy
method discussed below. Note that such a statement clearly fails if made about black holes instead of
black branes, since even the Schwarzschild black hole is thermodynamically unstable.
Traditional approaches to studying the linear stability or instability of a particular solution involve
writing out the linearised field equations (in some gauge) in that background, and then often invoking
the symmetries of the solution to decompose an arbitrary perturbations into separate modes, and finally
searching for a mode which grows exponentially in time. Although this approach has been successful in
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a number of cases ([10], [11], [12], [13]), it would be nice to have a more general method, which could
be applied to any stationary background (regardless of symmetries). In addition, particularly when
searching for an instability, it appears that the above method may be unnecessarily difficult, since it
involves finding the form of an unstable mode exactly. On the other hand, in order to prove the existence
of an instability, we might hope that we can just look at perturbations which are sufficiently close to this
unstable mode, since if we actually evolved these perturbations we would surely see the instability.
One approach which captures some of these desireable qualities was recently found in [14], which
is based on local penrose inequalities. The idea is to consider the relationship between mass, angular
momentum and horizon area for the family of solutions of interest. If we consider perturbations to the
initial data for such a solution, we can calculate the corresponding perturbations to the mass, angular
momentum and horizon area. If we evolve this perturbed data forwards in time then we know two
things: first that the horizon area can only increase (by the second law), and second that the mass can
only decrease (as gravitational radiation carries away energy). We now ask the question: given these
restrictions, can the perturbed solution ever return to the original family of solutions? If there exists a
perturbation for which the answer is “no”, then we have demonstrated existence of an instability for this
family of solutions. The inequality which results from the considerations above in the positive is called
a “local penrose inequality”, and violating it demonstrates instability.
Clearly this approach is superior to the one previously described, in that we do not need to find the
exact form of the unstable perturbation. In particular, in order to apply this method in practice we need
to construct a local penrose inequality for the family of solutions under consideration, then calculate
the variations of angular momentum, mass and horizon area for some chosen perturbations, and look
for a violation of the inequality. On the other hand, the first law constrains all such perturbations to
leading order, and so we need to use second order perturbation theory in order to find a violation.1 In
addition, this approach does not seem to be able to tell us anything about stability, since even if we could
show that all perturbations satisfy a local Penrose inequality, this is only a necessary (but not sufficient)
condition for stability.
A closely related approach was recently developed by Hollands and Wald in [15], which resolves some
of these issues. The approach is based on the canonical energy, and provides us with a quadratic form,
E (which depends on the background spacetime), evaluated on our initial data perturbations. It has
the property that its value can only decrease in the future, together with certain other properties such
as gauge-invariance, and after taking account of stationary perturbations, this allows us to use E to
discuss stability and instability. In particular, if we can find a perturbation making E negative, then this
perturbed spacetime can never return to the original spacetime, while if we can show that E ≥ 0 for all
perturbations then we have established linear stability.
The advantages of this approach should be clear: as in the local Penrose inequality approach, we do
not need to find the precise form of an unstable mode, but instead only need to evaluate E on various test
perturbations. However, this time we can potentially use this approach to say something about stability
as well as instability. We can also give a (lengthy) expression for E on a general background spacetime, in
contrast to the slightly more “case by case” approach necessary in the local Penrose inequality approach.
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that the definition of E - henceforth called the canonical
energy (though it is really the second variation of the energy) - can be extended to cover gravity coupled
to a wide variety of matter models, whilst retaining the properties which made it suitable for the study
of stability and instability. Since the original definition was given in terms of a generic, diffeomorphism-
invariant Lagrangian this may seem a straightforward task, however it is complicated by two factors.
First, the canonical energy is intimately related to the various conserved charges of the theory, and since
we include gauge fields in our Lagrangian we add additional charges. Second, the key property possessed
by E is its decay, and in order to show this we need to demonstrate that the flux of canonical energy
across null infinity is positive. We therefore require an appropriate definition of asymptotic flatness in the
presence of our matter fields, which we give. Finally, we will also extend the proof of the Gubser-Mitra
conjecture to the case of charged black strings in the presence of our matter fields.
To be precise, we will study the Lagrangian, on a D-dimensional manifold M:
L = ∗R− 1
2
FBC(φ)dφ
B ∧ ∗dφC − ∗V (φ) − 1
2
GIJ (φ)dA
I ∧ dAJ (1)
1This may appear strange, because we would expect unstable behaviour to manifest itself in growing modes of the
linearised equations of motion. However, the particular combination of second order perturbed quantities which need to
be considered will actually depend only0 on the first order perturbations.
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where the φA are scalar fields and the AI are p-form gauge fields. We require the matrices FAB and GIJ
to be invertible and positive-definite, and also that V (0) = 0 is a minimum of the scalar field potential.
This means that we can have decay of the scalar fields near infinity - if it were not the case, then we
could just make a field redefinition corresponding to a constant shift in the scalar fields. Some additional
constraints on the coefficients FBC and GIJ will be needed in order to have a well-defined notion of
asymptotic flatness, and these will be discussed below. This Lagrangian is clearly very general, and
solutions to this theory will possess a wide range of charges associated with the gauge fields.
2 The Spacetimes Under Consideration
We will consider either asymptotically flat, or asymptotically Kaluza-Klein, stationary and axisymmetric
solutions to the theory defined by the Lagrangian (1). The appropriate definitions of “asymptotically
flat” and “asymptotically Kaluza Klein” will be given later. We will consider solutions possessing a non-
extremal event horizon with compact cross sections consisting of a single connected component, though
we do not require further restrictions on the horizon topology. This includes black holes and (in the
asymptotically Kaluza Klein case) black strings, as well as black rings, and potentially more complicated
objects.
Stationary, Axisymmetric Spacetimes We should be careful in our definitions of “stationary” and
“axisymmetric” solutions, since the Lagrangian (1) admits a more general class of symmetries than
isometries. In fact, the symmetries are generated by generalised Killing vector fields, consisting of a pair
(X, {ΛI}), where X is a vector field and the {ΛI} are (p− 2)-forms, satisfying
LXg = 0
LXφ
B = 0
LXA
I + dΛI = 0
(2)
In other words, we should allow the gauge fields to change under the isometry generated by the Killing
vector field X , but only by a gauge transformation.
We now define a stationary spacetime as follows: there exists an asymptotically timelike, generalised
Killing field (t, {ΛI(t)}). Similarly, an axisymmetric spacetime possesses (D − 3) mutually commuting
asymptotically spacelike generalised Killing vector fields (ψi, {ΛI(ψi)}), with the ψi possessing closed
orbits. Finally, if our spacetime is asymptotically Kaluza-Klein, then there will be additional spacelike
generalised Killing vector fields (Xj , {ΛI(Xj)}) associated with the toroidal directions.
We also restrict consideration to solutions which possess non-extremal Killing horizons, so that there
is a generalised Killing vector field (K, {ΛIK}), with
K = t−
∑
i
Ωiψ
i −
∑
j
kjX
j (3)
where K is normal to the horizon and vanishes on the bifurcation surface. Here, the Ωi and kj are
constants, called the angular velocities and linear velocities (in the compact, Kaluza-Klein directions) of
the horizon.
We wish to allow for magnetically charged solutions, and will therefore not demand that the gauge
fields AI are globally defined. However, we will require the electrostatic potentials, ıKA
I to be glob-
ally defined. If AI is a p-form, then the associated electrostatic potentials are (p − 1)-forms, and so
topological obstructions to their (global) existence are different from the obstructions which would allow
the construction of magnetically charged solutions. Under suitable assumptions on the topology of the
region of outer communication, we could therefore ensure that this condition is met. In any case, the
electrostatic potential is globally defined in all the spacetimes discussed in this article. If the solution has
electric charge but no magnetic charge, then the gauge fields are themselves globally defined and so the
electrostatic potentials are trivially globally defined. On the other hand, if the solution is magnetically
charged but not electrically charged, then the electrostatic potential will vanish.
Our asymptotic flatness conditions will include a certain fall-off rate for the gauge fields, AI , which
can be found in section 7. These conditions will allow us to consider both electrically and magnetically
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charged black holes (in any dimension), as well as most of the dipole black rings of [16], and their
black brane counterparts. However, there are certain spacetimes which our conditions are too strict to
contain. In fact, if the solution is magnetically charged, with field strength associated with a gauge field
proportional to the volume form on some (p + 1)-cycle, then our asymptotic conditions mean that we
must have p+2 ≥ D/2. While all magnetically charged black holes obey this restriction, a magnetically
charged dipole black ring in seven dimensions, which is charged with respect to a one-form potential,
does not. On the other hand, the dual electrically charged dipole black ring in D = 7 is permissible2.
From this point onwards, we will assume that the gauge fields have been put into a gauge such
that all of the {ΛIX} mentioned above vanish, i.e. such that the gauge fields are in fact stationary
and axisymmetric. This is possible in all the known solutions, though there are possible topological
obstructions to the existence of such a gauge in the general case. Nevertheless, we make this assumption
for simplicity, and keep in mind that the ΛI can be easily reintroduced.
3 First Variations and the First Law
In this section we develop the formalism necessary (see [18], [19]) to define the canonical energy, and
also use this to find the form of the first law of black hole mechanics in our setting. To save on notation,
we set S = (g, {φB}, {AI}), so that a solution is given by specifying S. We first consider varying our
Lagrangian (1), finding
δL = E(δS;S) + dθ(δS;S) (4)
where E(δS;S) = 0 for all δS provide the field equations, and θ is a boundary term. Explicitly, we find
that
θ(δS;S) = ıvǫ− FBCδφB ∗ dφC −GIJδAI ∧ ∗dAJ (5)
where ǫ is the volume form associated with the background metric g, and the vector v is given by
vµ = 2gµρgνσ(∇σδgνρ −∇ρδgνσ) (6)
The symplectic current is a function of two variations, and is defined by
ω(δ1S, δ2S;S) = δ1θ(δ2S;S)− δ2θ(δ1S;S) (7)
Here we are to think of our fields (g, {φB}, {AI}) as functions of two parameters, say λ and µ, and define
δ1 ↔ ∂
∂λ
∣∣∣
λ=µ=0
δ2 ↔ ∂
∂µ
∣∣∣
λ=µ=0
(8)
Since partial derivatives commute, the symplectic current defined above really is a function of the first
order perturbations, and not, say, δ1δ2g. We also find that
0 = δ1δ2L − δ2δ1L = dω(δ1S, δ2S;S) + δ1E(δ2S;S)− δ2E(δ1S;S) (9)
When the linearised field equations are satisfied by both perturbations, i.e. δ1E = δ2E = 0, the
symplectic current is closed, that is, dω(δ1S, δ2S;S) = 0. The symplectic form is the integral of the
symplectic current over a (D − 1)-dimensional surface Σ:
WΣ(δ1S, δ2S;S) =
∫
Σ
ω(δ1S, δ2S;S) (10)
If the linearised field equations are satisfied, then the symplectic form is conserved between homologous
surfaces, ince ω is closed.
2It is not true that, for all charged black objects, either the electrically charged solution or its magnetic dual satisfies
our asymptotic conditions. Even if this were the case, if spacial cross sections of the horizon contain both nontrivial (p+1)-
cycles and (D−p−1)-cycles, then there may exist solutions with both electric and magnetic charge corresponding to single
gauge field, and so we lose generality by restricting to solutions with only an electric or a magnetic charge. Nevertheless,
many charged configurations are allowed.
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Since diffeomorphisms and gauge transformations are generated by a pair (X, {ΛI}), where X is a
vector field, and the ΛI are a set of (p − 1)-forms, we define the Noether current associated to such a
pair by:
J(X,Λ) = θ(LXg, {LXφB}, {LXAI + dΛI};S)− ıXL
= θGR(LXg; g)− ıXLGR(g)− 1
2
FBCLXφ
B ∗ dφC − 1
2
FBCdφ
B ∧ ıX ∗ dφC + ıX ∗ V
− 1
2
GIJ ıXdA
I ∧ ∗dAJ − (−1)p 1
2
GIJdA
I ∧ ıX ∗ dAJ + (−1)p−1
(
ΛI + ıXA
I
) ∧ d(GIJ ∗ dAJ )
− d ((ΛI + ıXAI)GIJ ∗ dAJ)
(11)
where LGR is the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian, and θGR is related to it by (4). It can be shown [24] that,
for a general diffeomorphism-invariant theory,
J(X,Λ) = C(X,Λ) + dQ(X,Λ) (12)
where C(X,Λ) vanishes whenever the constraints of the theory hold, and Q(X,Λ) is the Noether charge
associated with (X, {ΛI}). In our case, we can see from (11) that
(Q(X,Λ))µ1...µD−2 = −
1
2
∇νXρǫνρµ1...µD−2 −
(
GIJ
(
ΛI + ıXA
I
) ∧ ∗dAJ)
µ1...µD−2
(13)
where all the matter terms in (11) except for the last one arise from the Hamiltonian, momentum and
Gauss law constraints when pulled back to a spacelike hypersurface3.
On the other hand, a straightforward calculation shows that variations of the Noether current satisfy
δJ(X,Λ) = −ıXE(δS) + ω(δS,LXS + δΛS) + dıXθ(δS) + δΛθ(δS) (14)
where the perturbation δΛ is defined by
δΛS = (0, 0, {ΛI}) (15)
Perturbing (5) in this way, we see that in fact δΛθ(δS) = 0. Combining (12) and (14), and for perturba-
tions satisfying the linearised field equations we obtain
ω(δS,LXS + δΛS;S) = d
(
δQ(X,Λ) − ıXθ(δS)
)
(16)
3.1 The First Law
In order to obtain the first law, we simply evaluate the symplectic current WΣ(δS,LKS), where K
is the horizon Killing field described above, and Σ is a Cauchy surface for the exterior region, with
boundaries on the bifurcation surface and at spatial infinity. From (16) it appears that we will only pick
up contributions from these boundaries. However, we want to include magnetically charged objects in
our discussion; the easiest way to do this is to work in multiple patches, and to allow the gauge fields AI
to change (by a gauge transformation) along the edges of each patch. We will then pick up contributions
from each of these edges, which we denote collectively by E. Thus we find
WΣ(δS,LKS + δΛS;S) =
∫
∞
(
δQ(K,Λ) − ıKθ(δS;S)
)
+
∫
B
(
δQ(K,Λ) − ıKθ(δS;S)
)
+ (−1)p
∫
E\∂Σ
GIJ∆δA
I ∧ ıK ∗ dAJ
(17)
where ∆AI is the change in AI across the edge E. Properly, we should ensure that the patches on
which the AI are smooth overlap in some open region, such that, in the overlap of any two patches, the
3The easiest way to see this is to take X = ∂/∂t and assume that it is hypersurface-orthogonal, and then to pull
back equation (11) to the hypersurface t = constant. Then we recognise these terms as the Hamiltonian and Gauss law
constraints. In order to see the momentum constraint, we need to decompose X into a lapse and shift in the usual way.
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difference between the two gauge fields is a gauge transformation. However, for our purposes we will
only need to consider the change in the gauge fields across some edge between the patches (which we
imagine as lying within an open region as described above).
Einstein-Hilbert Terms We begin by evaluating the contributions to (17) arising from the Einstein-
Hilbert terms. Using (3), as in [15] we identify the terms∫
∞
(
δQGR(t) − ıtθGR(δg; g)
)
= δMGR∫
∞
(
δQGR(Ωiψi) − ΩiıψiθGR(δg; g)
)
= ΩiδJ
i
GR∫
∞
(
δQGR(kjXj) − kjıXjθGR(δg; g)
)
= kjδP
j
GR∫
B
(
δQGR(K) − ıKθGR;g(δg; g)
)
= 4κδA
(18)
where the quantitiesMGR, J
i
GR and A are the usual ADM expressions for the mass, angular momenta and
horizon area of an asymptotically flat spacetime, P j is the total momentum in the (compact) direction
of the asymptotic Killing field Xj , and κ is the surface gravity of the background spacetime. Note in
particular that the second term in the integral for the horizon area vanishes, since K = 0 on B.
Scalar Field Terms Next we examine the contribution from the scalar fields. The terms arising from
the scalar fields can be written as ∫
∞
FABδφ
Aıt ∗ dφB = δMφ∫
∞
ΩiFABδφ
Aıψi ∗ dφB = ΩiδJ iφ∫
∞
kjFABδφ
AıXj ∗ dφB = kjδP jGR
(19)
We recognise these expressions as the extra contributions to the mass, angular momenta and linear
momenta arising from the scalar field. With the rate of fall-off we will impose on the scalar field, all of
these terms vanish.
Gauge Field Terms: Electric Charges Finally, we examine the contributions from the gauge field.
We find that
δQgauge(K,0) − ıKθgauge(δS;S) = (−1)pGIJδAI ∧ ıK ∗ dAJ − ıKAI ∧ δ
(
GIJ ∗ dAJ
)
(20)
The first term is analogous to the term examined above for scalar fields, and so may give contributions
from the gauge field to the mass, angular momenta and linear momenta, although with our asymptotic
flatness conditions all these contributions will vanish. The second term gives rise to electric charge, as
we will show below. Note that physical quantities, such as dA should be smooth at the horizon, and
therefore satisfy
ıKdA
I
∣∣
B
= 0 (21)
but no such restriction must necessarily be made on unphysical quantities. In particular, ıKA
I need not
vanish on the horizon. Now, using the fact that (K, 0) is a generalised Killing vector field with K = 0
on B, we see that the quantities ıKA
I are closed on B, since dıKA
I = LKA
I = 0.
We need to calculate the integral ∫
∂Σ
ıKA
I ∧ δ (GIJ ∗ dAJ) (22)
Since the ıKA
I are closed on B we can write
ıKA
I = dλI + hI (23)
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on B, where hI is a harmonic (p− 1) form with respect to the induced Laplace-Beltrami operator on B.
The exact form dλI does not contribute to the integral (22) because of the linearised field equations for
the gauge field. On the other hand, we can write hI = Ψ(I,α)ρα, where the Ψ
(I,α) are constants (they are
the electrostatic potential differences) and the ρα are dual to a set of non-homologous, non-contractible
(D − p− 1) cycles of B, Tα: ∫
B
ρα ∧ µ =
∫
Tα
µ (24)
for any (D − p− 1) form µ. Thus, we can define the electric charges
Q(I,α) =
∫
Tα
GIJ ∗ dAJ (25)
We then see that the term (22) is given by
Ψ(I,α)δQ(I,α) (26)
We now make some remarks on the above formulae. Note that we found the electric charges as
integrals over the bifurcation surface, rather than as integrals over infinity. However, in some situations
we are able to choose a different gauge, so that (22) reduces to an integral over infinity alone; this is
what is usually done in the Hamiltonian approach. Indeed, when this is possible we must get the same
answer, since we can write (22) as ∫
Σ
dıKA
I ∧ δ (GIJ ∗ dAJ) (27)
and this is clearly invariant under gauge transformations which preserve the stationarity and axisymmetry
of the gauge fields. It is in this sense that the constants Ψ(I,α) are potential differences: regarding
(ıKA
I + ΛI) as a potential associated with the cycle labelled by α, if this cycle can be deformed to
infinity, then Ψ(I,α) is precisely the difference in this potential between the horizon and infinity. On
the other hand, such deformations do not always exist, since the horizon may possess non-contractible
(D− p− 1)-cycles which do not exist on the surface at infinity. For example, spatial cross sections of the
horizon of a black ring in five dimensions are homeomorphic to S2 × S1. They possess non-contractible
2- and 1-cycles, but the surface at infinity is just a 3-sphere. In other words, there are cycles which
cannot be continuously deformed to infinity, since they pass through the middle of the black ring. Note
also, from this example, that a black ring in five dimensions may possess electric charge with respect to
a 2-form gauge field4, since then ∗dA is a 2-form, whereas a black hole in five dimensions (with horizon
topology S3) can possess electric charge with respect to a 1-form gauge field, as in this case ∗dA is a
3-form.
Temporarily reinstating the ΛI (i.e. replacing ıKA
I with (ıKA
I + ΛI) in the above formulae), we
note that, in order for the electrostatic potential differences to be nonzero in a gauge where the AI decay
appropriately at infinity, we must have (ıKA
I + ΛI)
∣∣∣
B
6= 0. However, K = 0 on the bifurcation surface,
B. Thus we see that, if the ΛI vanish on B, then the gauge field must diverge on B. This should not
come as a complete surprise: for the Reissner-No¨rdstrom black hole we can pick a gauge in which
A =
r+
r
dt (28)
and this diverges on the bifurcation surface, since the norm of dt diverges there. This differs from the
usual gauge choice:
A =
(
1− r+
r
)
dt (29)
which is smooth at the horizon, but does not decay near infinity. Of course, both potentials describe the
same physical system, and it is easy to check that dA is smooth on the horizon and decays near infinity
in both cases. On the other hand, it may be possible to choose the ΛI appropriately so that the AI
do not diverge at the horizon, even if they are chosen to vanish near infinity, but this issue will not be
4This is an example of a dipole charge, for which the corresponding gauge field decays like a dipole near infinity. See
[25] for a more detailed discussion and further examples.
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discussed here.
Gauge Field Terms: Magnetic Charges Finally, we need to deal with the term
(−1)p
∫
E\∂Σ
GIJ∆δA
I ∧ ıK ∗ dAJ (30)
which is the only term arising from integrals over the edges of the patches, since the AI change discon-
tinuously between the patches, but the dAI are smooth and so (by assumption) are the ıKA
I . We know
that
d∆δAI = d
(
GIJ ıK ∗ dAI
)
= 0 (31)
where the first equality holds because ∆δAI is a gauge transformation and the second holds due to the
field equations and because K is a generalised Killing vector. Moreover, we can assume that ∆δAI is
closed but not exact, since any exact part can be absorbed into the gauge fields. We cannot use the usual
Poincare´ duality as we were able to in the case of electric charge, as the manifold E has a boundary
(although if we include a boundary at infinity, then E is compact). Instead we must appeal to Lefschetz
duality, which provides us with a duality between elements of the p-th cohomology group of E, and
elements of the (D − p− 2)-th relative homology group of (E, ∂E). In particular, we can write
∆δAI = (−1)p
∑
δP(I,β)σβ (32)
where the P(I,β) are constants, and the σβ satisfy∫
E
σβ ∧ µ =
∫
Cβ
µ (33)
where Cβ is a (D − p− 2)-chain with boundaries on ∂E, and µ is any (D − p− 2)-form. Moreover, if µ
is closed and vanishes on ∂E then the above equation is independent of our choice of chain Cβ , within
the chosen relative homology class. So, if we identify the magnetostatic potential differences as
Φ(I,β) =
∫
Cβ
GIJ ıK ∗ dAI (34)
then, since the integrand is closed, vanishes on B and tends to zero near infinity, this actually only
depends on the the relative homology class of Cβ . Then we have
(−1)p
∫
E\∂Σ
GIJ∆δA
I ∧ ıK ∗ dAJ = Φ(I,β)δP(I,β) (35)
We can now show that the charges P (I,β) are actually magnetic charges. Since ∆δA is a member of
the pth cohomology class of E, and we assume that all charges arise from the presence of the horizon,
there must be some non-contractable (in E) p-cycle, T˜β of B ∩E corresponding to σβ , i.e.∫
T˜β
σγ = δ
β
γ (36)
If we assume that these cycles arise from the intersection of nontrivial (p+1)-cycles of B with E, which
we label T˜ ∗β , then we easily see that
δP(I,β) =
∫
T˜β
∆δAI =
∫
T˜∗
β
dδAI (37)
and so the magnetic charges P (I,β) are just what we expect them to be: integrals of the dAI over the
non-contractable (in Σ) (p+ 1)-cycles of the horizon, that is
P(I,β) =
∫
T˜∗
β
dAI (38)
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Let us see how this works in the familiar case of a magnetically charged Reissner-No¨rdstrom black
hole in four dimensions, with magnetic charge P . The metric and field strength are
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + f−1dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2)
dA =
1
4π
P sin θdθ ∧ dφ
(39)
where f(r)→ 1 at infinity and f(r)→ 0 at r = r+, which is the position of the horizon, and K = ∂/∂t.
If we take Σ to be a constant time slice (with boundary at r = r+), we can take
A =
{
1
4πP(1− cos θ)dφ 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2
1
4πP(−1− cos θ)dφ π/2 < θ ≤ π
(40)
then E is the equatorial plane in Σ, which is homeomorphic to the plane with a disc removed. Note that
∆A = 12πPdφ, which, as promised, is a member of the first cohomology group of E. An example of a
chain in the dual relative homology class is a line of constant φ, stretching from r = r+ to infinity. The
Hodge dual to the field strength is
∗ dA = P
4π
1
r2
dt ∧ dr (41)
and we see that the magnetostatic potential difference is∫ ∞
r+
P
4π
1
r2
dr =
P
4πr+
(42)
which is the result expected from performing a duality transformation on the corresponding electrically
charged black hole.
Returning to (17), and noting that the left hand side vanishes since (K, {Λ}) is Killing, we can now
evaluate all the terms to find the first law in this setting:
0 =WΣ(δS,LKS + δΛS) = δM − 4κδA− ΩiδJ i − kjδP j −Ψ(I,α)δQ(I,α) − Φ(I,β)δP(I,β) (43)
where all indices are summed over, and the combined total mass (including possible contributions from
the matter fields), linear momenta and angular momenta are understood.
4 Second Variations and the Canonical Energy
We now take a second variation of (43). Note that WΣ(δS,LKS + δΛS;S) depends on the background
fields S as well as their first variations. However, since (K, {Λ}) is Killing in the background, we obtain
WΣ(δS,LKδS;S) = δ
2M − 4κδ2A− Ωiδ2J i − kjδ2P j −Ψ(I,α)δ2Q(I,α) − Φ(I,β)δ2P(I,β) (44)
Note that the surface gravity, angular velocities, linear velocities in the compact directions, and elec-
trostatic and magnetostatic potential differences are all defined in the background spacetime and so are
not affected by this variation. In particular, δΛS is actually independent of S, and so vanishes when we
take another variation. In addition, we notice that the right hand side of (44) appears to depend on
the second order perturbations to our fields S, and indeed, each individual term will depend on both
first and second order perturbations. However, all terms depending on second order perturbations must
cancel in the sum, as the left hand side depends only on first order perturbations. In practice, this gives
us an easy way to evaluate WΣ(δS,LKδS;S) by evaluating second order perturbations.
We now use (3) once again, and write
WΣ(δS,LKδS;S) = E(δS;S) + ΩiWΣ(δS,LψiδS;S) + kiWΣ(δS,LkiδS;S) (45)
where we have finally defined the canonical energy:
E(δS;S) =WΣ(δS,LtδS;S) (46)
The second two terms on the right hand side of (45) will cause us problems when we discuss the positivity
properties of E , associated with the phenomena of superradiance. To avoid these, we assume from now
on that our perturbations are axisymmetric (at least in the planes associated with nonzero angular
velocities) and invariant under the action of the Killing fields on the compact manifold (at least in the
directions associated with nonzero linear momenta).
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5 Gauge Choice
Since the canonical energy is defined as an integral over some Cauchy surface for the exterior region of
a black hole (or ring, or membrane), it seems reasonable to demand that the interior boundary of this
surface coincides with position of the bifurcation surface in the perturbed spacetime as well as in the
background one. We should be careful, however: suppose we have a family of spacetimes
gµν = gµν(λ) (47)
where gµν(0) is the stationary, black hole spacetime whose stability we are trying to determine, and
λ > 0 corresponds to a perturbed spacetime. Then there is no guarantee that a horizon exists for gµν(λ)
for any λ 6= 0, and, even if one does, since these spacetimes are not in general stationary, the position of
this horizon will be difficult to determine.
However, in [15] it was shown that, when considering linearised perturbations, there is always a null
surface in the perturbed spacetime with compact spatial cross sections, whose expansion vanishes to first
order in λ. Since we will prove below that the perturbed expansion is constant along the generators of
this surface, it must coincide with the position of the horizon - whenever it exists - to first order in λ.
In order to prove this, we first work in Gaussian normal co-ordinates, i.e. in a neighbourhood of the
horizon we set
ds2(λ) = 2dudr − r2α(λ)du2 − rduβ(λ) + µαβ(λ)γα(λ)γβ(λ) (48)
where the one-forms β and γα (whose dependence on the other coordinates is suppressed) are orthogonal
to the normal bundle of the joint level sets of u and r, i.e.
0 = β(λ)
(
∂
∂u
)
= β(λ)
(
∂
∂r
)
0 = γα(λ)
(
∂
∂u
)
= γα(λ)
(
∂
∂r
) (49)
The surface B = {r = u = 0} is the bifurcation surface of a black hole, when λ = 0, and we define the
vector field n = (∂/∂u) Next we consider the one parameter family of diffeomorphisms φs generated by
the vector field
X =
1√
2
f
∂
∂r
(50)
where f is some smooth function. It can be shown [26] that the expansion, ϑ(s) of the surface B(s) =
φs(B) in the outward going, future directed null vector k (normalised by g(k, ∂/∂r) = 1) satisfies
d
ds
ϑ(s)
∣∣
s=0
= −DaDaf + βaDaf + 1
2
(
R(µ)− 1
2
βaβa +D
aβa − 1
2
(L(∂/∂u)µab)(L(∂/∂u)µ
ab)
−2Tab
(
∂
∂u
a)
kb
)
f
= C(f)
(51)
where Da is the covariant derivative associated with µab. Since the null energy condition holds, we can
repeat the argument of [15] to conclude that the operator C has strictly positive principle eigenvalue,
and so we can uniquely solve the equation
C(f) = −δϑ|B (52)
and so, by means of a gauge transformation, we can set δϑ|B = 0. In addition, we can use the remaining
gauge freedom to set δǫB = 0, where ǫB is the induced volume form on the surface B, at least whenever
the perturbed horizon area vanishes.
There is also gauge freedom in the variations of the gauge fields δAI . We use this to impose the
following condition: The pull-back to the future horizon of ınδA
I is closed, where n is the future-directed
null geodesic generator of the horizon. As in the case of gravitational perturbations, the imposition of
this condition leaves a large amount of gauge-freedom.
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6 Properties of the Canonical Energy
We wish to establish the following properties of E , which are the key properties we use to connect the
positivity properties of E to stability and instability:
1. E(δS;S) is conserved in the sense that its value is the same on every surface Σ with boundaries on
spatial infinity and the bifurcation surface
2. E(δS;S), for a given background S, can be viewed as a symmetric bilinear form on the initial value
perturbations
3. E(δS;S) is gauge-invariant (with respect to a certain class of gauge transformations)
4. When restricted to a certain class of perturbations, E = 0 if and only if the perturbation is towards
a stationary solution
5. For a certain class of perturbations, the fluxes of E(δS) across null infinity and across the horizon
are non-negative
We will find that properties 1 and 2 are easy to verify. We then need establish a technical lemma;
properties 3 and 4 above will then be proved by fairly straightforward applications of this lemma, while
property 5 requires a lot more work. Indeed, in order to establish the positivity of the flux of E through
null infinity we first have to prove the linear stability of asymptotic flatness, and this allows us to read
off the decay of the perturbations near null infinity (see section 7).
The first two properties are established as follows: since ω(δ1S, δ2S;S) depends on the background
gauge fields only through the terms dAI , we have
Ltω(δ1S, δ2S;S) = ω(δS1,LtδS2;S)− ω(δS2,LtδS1;S) = dıtω(δ1S, δ2S;S) (53)
so we see that
LtWΣ(δS1, δS2;S) =WΣ(δS1,LtδS2;S)−WΣ(δS2,LtδS1;S) =
∫
∂Σ
ıtω(δS1, δS2;S) (54)
The right hand side of this vanishes due to our asymptotic fall-off conditions near spacial infinity, and
since t is tangent to the bifurcation surface. Properties 1 and 2 then follow from setting δS1 = δS2. We
next prove the technical lemma mentioned above:
Lemma 1: Let δS solve the linearised field equations and our gauge conditions, and let (ξ, {ΘI}) be a
pair consisting of a smooth vector field ξ, and a set of smooth, axisymmetric (p − 1)-forms {ΘI} such
that
(i) ξ is tangent to the generators of the horizon at B
(ii) The pull back of the ΘI to B are closed
(iii) (ξ, {ΘI}) approaches an asymptotic symmetry at spatial infinity, where an asymptotic symmetry
is defined as a pair such that the contribution from the integral over infinity in (17) vanishes when
we replace (K,Λ) with (Y,Θ)
(iv) The first order perturbations (due to δS) to all of the charges arising in the first law, (43), vanish
Then WΣ(δS,LξS + δΘS) = 0.
A proof of this statement is given in [15] in the case of metric perturbations. To extend this argument
to our case we only need to show that the extra terms arising from the gauge and scalar fields in (17)
at B and along the edges E vanish under the hypotheses above, as the contributions from the integrals
over infinity vanish by assumption.
We first examine the terms in (17) (see also (20) and (19) for an idea of how these terms arise):∫
B
(
FBCδφ
Bıξ ∗ dφC + (−1)pGIJδAI ∧ ıξ ∗ dAJ
)
(55)
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Let ϕ : B →M be the embedding of B in the manifoldM, and let n be the null generator of the horizon,
defined above (so n = ∂/∂u in Gaussian normal co-ordinates). Then we can calculate pull-backs to B:
ϕ∗ın(∗dφB) = ∗ϕ∗LnφB
ϕ∗ın(∗dAI) = ∗ϕ∗
(
ındA
I
) (56)
where the Hodge star on the right hand side is the induced Hodge star on B, whereas on the left hand side
it is the Hodge star associated withM. However, since n is a Killing field along the horizon, LnφB = 0.
In addition, since there is no energy flux along the horizon in the background, stationary solution, we
have
Tµνn
µnν = 0 (57)
which implies that GIJ ındA
I · ındAJ = 0 on the horizon, and so - since GIJ is non-degenerate - the p-
forms ındA
I are null at the horizon. Together with (48), this means that on the horizon, ındA
I = dr∧µI
for some (p − 1)-forms µI . In particular, this means that the pull-back to B of ındAI vanishes. Hence
we find that both terms in (55) vanish.
Next, we examine the term ∫
B
(
ıξA
I +ΘI
) ∧ δ (GIJ ∗ dAJ) (58)
We have ξ = fn, where f is constant over the horizon. It can be shown (see [15]) that, on the future
horizon, n = K/u, and so if ıKA
I is non-vanishing on B the first term in (58) appears to diverge. If we
define B(ǫ) as the surface u = ǫ, r = 0, then we have∫
B(ǫ)
(
fınA
I +ΘI
) ∧ δ (GIJ ∗ dAJ) = 1
ǫ
∫
B(ǫ)
(
fıKA
I + ǫΘI
) ∧ δ (GIJ ∗ dAJ) (59)
We aim to show that the pull back to B(ǫ) of (1/ǫ)
(
fıKA
I + ǫΘI
)
is closed in the limit ǫ→ 0. This is
true for the second term by our conditions on the ΘI . For the first term, using the fact that ǫ is constant
on B(ǫ) and that the gauge field is stationary, we have that
1
ǫ
d
(
ıKA
I
)
=
1
ǫ
(
LKA
I − ıKdAI
)
= −ındAI (60)
This vanishes on B, as we have seen above. Thus, using the linearised field equations for the gauge fields,
we can write ∫
B(ǫ)
(
fınA
I +ΘI
) ∧ δ (GIJ ∗ dAJ) =
∫
B(ǫ)
h˜I ∧ δ (GIJ ∗ dAJ)+O(ǫ) (61)
where h˜I is a harmonic form on B(ǫ). We can decompose this as before, and so we find∫
B(ǫ)
(
fınA
I +ΘI
) ∧ δ (GIJ ∗ dAJ) = Φ˜(I,α)
∫
Tα(ǫ)
δ
(
GIJ ∗ dAJ
)
+O(ǫ) (62)
Here the Tα(ǫ) are (D − p− 1)-chains on B(ǫ). Finally, we use the fact that the (D − p− 1)-chains on
B(ǫ) are homologous to the (D− p− 1)-chains on B - indeed, we can find them just by translating back
along the generators of the horizon. So, using the linearised field equations we have∫
Tα(ǫ)
δ
(
GIJ ∗ dAJ
)
=
∫
Tα
δ
(
GIJ ∗ dAJ
)
= δQ(I,α) (63)
which vanishes since we are restricting to perturbations satisfying δQ(I,α) = 0. Note that the Φ˜(I,α) are
not related to the electrostatic potential differences of the background spacetime, as they relate to the
pair (ξ,Θ) rather than the pair (K,Λ).
Finally, we need to deal with the term∫
E
GIJ∆δA
I ∧ ıξ ∗ dAJ (64)
Now, from equation (32) we have
∆δAI = (−1)p
∑
δP(I,β)σβ (65)
Since the magnetic charges do not change by assumption, we have δP(I,β) = 0 and so this term also
vanishes. This completes the proof of Lemma 1.
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6.1 Gauge Invariance of the Canonical Energy
We now wish to prove that the quantity E(δS) is gauge-invariant, when δS is axisymmetric, invariant un-
der the action of the Killing fields on the compact manifold, and gives vanishing linearised perturbations
to the ADM charges. In addition, we will require that the gauge change respects our gauge conditions
at the horizon, asymptotic flatness at infinity, axisymmetry and invariance under the isometries of the
compact manifold.
In particular, we will consider the transformation
δS → δS +LY S + δΘS (66)
where (Y, {ΘI}) satisfy the conditions of lemma 1, with ΘI = 0 on B: this is the most general gauge
transformation which satisfies our gauge conditions and is also an asymptotic symmetry, i.e. it preserves
the asymptotic form of the perturbation. In addition, we require LψiY = LXjY = 0. Gauge invariance
under such transformations will be assured if we can show
WΣ (δS,Lt(LY S + δΘS)) = 0 (67)
To see that this is sufficient, let ϕY be the diffeomorphism generated by the Killing vector field t. Then,
since both S and (ϕY )∗S + δΘS satisfy the equations of motion and our gauge conditions, LY S + δΘS
will satisfy the linearised equations of motion and our gauge conditions. Thus the term
WΣ (LY S + δΘS,Lt(LY S + δΘS)) = 0 (68)
is of the same form as (67), with δS replaced by (LY S + δΘS).
We now use
LtLY S +LtδΘS = L[t,Y ]S + δ(LY Λ+LtΘ)S (69)
From the conditions imposed above, we see that the pair
(
[t, Y ], {LYΛI +LtΘI}
)
satisfies the conditions
of lemma 1,and so E(δS) is gauge invariant.
6.2 Stationary perturbations
At this stage there are two obstructions to the use of the canonical energy as a tool for the study of
stability or instability. First, though we have shown that the canonical energy may only decrease in the
future, we have not yet ruled out the possibility that it is in fact constant. Second, there are known
perturbations which have E(δS) < 0 and yet which do not correspond to instabilities. Indeed, [15] showed
that perturbations within the Schwarzschild family obey E(δS) < 0. Fortunately, both problems may be
overcome at once by a proper consideration of stationary perturbations.
We desire some restriction on the initial data perturbations which rules out the possibility of pertur-
bations to other stationary spacetimes, at least when E takes negative values. At first sight, it may seem
that this condition is already satisfied: from our definition of the canonical energy we see that E = 0 if
LtδS = 0, i.e. if t is Killing in the perturbed spacetime. This interpretation would contradict our earlier
statements about perturbations within the Schwarzschild family - clearly something has gone wrong.
The reason for this (apparent) contradiction is that the Killing field in the perturbed spacetime need
not be the same as the Killing field in the background spacetime. In addition, we should allow for time
evolution of the gauge fields, so long as they evolve by gauge transformations alone. We should therefore
define a stationary perturbation to be a perturbation such that
LtδS +LδtS + δΘS = 0 (70)
We should also insist that this perturbation obeys our boundary conditions, and fall-off conditions near
infinity. With these restrictions, it can be seen that pair (−δt,−Θ) precisely satisfy the conditions of
lemma 1 above. Thus we observe that, if we restrict to stationary, axisymmetric perturbations which do
not change the linearised ADM quantities, then
E(δS;S) =WΣ(δS,LtδS;S) =WΣ(δS,L−δtS + δ−ΘS;S) = 0 (71)
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where the last equality follows from an application of lemma 1. So we see that our desired restric-
tion is to axisymmetric perturbations which do not change the linearised ADM quantities - stationary
perturbations within this class of perturbations make no contribution to the canonical energy.
This is enough to argue for instability, however, in order to make the argument for stability we really
need to show that the degeneracies of E , defined on (a dense subspace of) the space of axisymmetric
perturbations which do not change the ADM quantities, are precisely the stationary perturbations. It
should be possible to do this in a similar manner to [15], namely, to begin with the space of perturbations
given by (LξS + δΦS), where (ξ,Θ) satisfy the conditions of lemma 1. We then need to show that the
space of perturbations symplectically orthogonal to this5 is precisely the space of perturbations with
vanishing linearised ADM quantities. It then follows immediately that, on this subspace, E is degenerate
precisely on the stationary perturbations.
We will not go into more detail here, as the process is expected to proceed in precisely the same
way as in [15]. We turn instead to the final property which we require of the canonical energy: that its
flux across null infinity and across the horizon is positive. Before we discuss this, we must first learn
something about the rates of decay of the various fields near null infinity.
7 Linear Stability of Asymptotic Flatness
Our aim in this section is to write down the appropriate rate of decay of the various fields and their
perturbations near null infinity. Clearly, in making our definition of “asymptotically flat” we are free
to write down any rates of decay which we desire, but the problem is to show that these decay rates
are stable, at least to linear order. By this we mean that an arbitrary (compactly supported) first order
perturbation of the initial data on a spacelike hypersurface will, when allowed to propagate out to null
infinity, satisfy the linearised version of our “asymptotic flatness” conditions. This means that linear
perturbations cannot destroy our definition of asymptotic flatness, and also gives us the rate of decay of
our perturbations, which we will need to use later in order to evaluate the flux of canonical energy across
null infinity. See [32] and [33] for the vacuum case, in D = 4 and D > 4 respectively. Be aware, however,
that the techniques used in those papers, as well as the one presented below, are only applicable for even
D - see [17] for further discussion of this issue. Note that establishing the stability of an appropriate
definition of asymptotic flatness is essential for our argument, since otherwise the flux of canonical energy
across null infinity may not be well defined.
Note that stability in this context is not related to the actual dynamical stability of any given, asymp-
totically flat background solution - we are only dealing with the stability of the definition of asymptotic
flatness. In other words, on an asymptotically flat background, a compactly supported perturbation on
some initial Cauchy surface will, when allowed to evolve, give rise to a new, asymptotically flat solution
(at least while the linear approximation holds). This solution may differ drastically from the background
solution, corresponding to a dynamical instability, but as long as the perturbations still fall off sufficiently
fast near future null infinity, we say that our definition of asymptotic flatness is stable.
In this section we will assume that the scalar fields are massless, i.e. V,BC = 0. This restriction is not
essential, but the asymptotics of the scalar fields are different in the massless and massive cases. In the
massless case, as we will see below, we obtain power law decay of the scalar fields, whereas in the massive
case (which we will not deal with explicitly), as long as the mass is positive, we would instead obtain
exponential decay. This means that the contributions from the scalar fields to the integrals at infinity
which we constructed above would vanish. It is in order to see the contributions to these integrals from
massless fields that we consider this case in detail below.
We will begin by fixing a gauge for our perturbations - clearly, in the presence of gauge freedom, it
only makes sense to discuss rates of decay in a particular gauge. We will then make a conformal rescaling
of the metric and the other fields. These conformally rescaled fields will be smooth fields on a manifold
with boundary (the conformal compactification of the original manifold), and will provide us with our
definition of asymptotic flatness. We will similarly conformally rescale the perturbations. We then aim
to find hyperbolic equations of motion for the conformally rescaled perturbations, in which every term
is smooth up to null infinity; this will prove the linear stability of asymptotic flatness.
In order to define asymptotic flatness near null infinity, we will require two additional manifolds. These
are the conformally compactified, or unphysical manifold M˜ , and the reference manifold M¯ , both of which
5The symplectic product arises naturally when writing the perturbations in the Hamiltonian formalism.
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are in fact manifolds with boundary. The metric on the unphysical manifold is related to our metric gµν
by g˜µν = Ω
2gµν , where Ω is a conformal factor which vanishes at the boundary of M˜ and is chosen so
that the unphysical metric agrees on its boundary with the metric on the boundary of a certain region
of the Einstein static universe. See [33] for more details on this construction. Meanwhile, the reference
manifold is precisely this region of the Einstein static universe - namely, the region {−π/2 ≤ t±ψ ≤ π/2},
together with the usual metric on the Einstein static universe, g¯µν . In this section, indices on tensor
fields with tildes are manipulated using the unphysical metric, while those with overbars are manipulated
with the reference metric, etc.
Our first criterion for asymptotic flatness is the presence of diffeomorphisms between the “asymptotic
regions” of these three manifolds. The asymptotic regions are the complements in each manifold of some
compact region. These allow us to identify tensor fields (in the asymptotic region) on M with tensor
fields on M˜ and M¯ , and in the following statements this identification is implicit. Given a conformal
factor Ω, a tensor field Tµν... is said to be O(Ωs) if Ω−sTµν... is smooth at the boundary of M¯ . We
will also make use of the covector nµ = ∂µΩ in this section, which should not be confused with the null
generator of the horizon, which will not arise in this section.
When making comparisons between the various metrics, the gauge freedom in our metric translates
into the freedom in choosing the diffeomorphisms between the manifolds. There is additional gauge
freedom in the gauge fields, however, we are able to make our definition of asymptotic flatness relative to
the field strengths dAI rather than the gauge fields themselves. We are now ready to make our definition
of asymptotic flatness near null infinity:
Definition 1: A solution to the equations of motion arising from the Lagrangian (1) is said to be
weakly asymptotically simple at null infinity if there exists a choice of conformal factor Ω, and a choice
of diffeomorphisms between the appropriate regions of the manifolds M , M˜ and M¯ defined above, such
that
g¯µν − g˜µν = O
(
Ω
D−2
2
)
ǫ¯µ1...µD − ǫ˜µ1...µD = O
(
Ω
D
2
)
(g¯µν − g˜µν)nµ = O
(
Ω
D
2
)
(g¯µν − g˜µν)nµnν = O
(
Ω
D+2
2
)
φB = O
(
Ω
D−2
2
)
dAI = O
(
Ω
D−4−2p
2
)
ındA
I = O
(
Ω
D−6−2p
2
)
(72)
We now need to show that this definition is linearly stable to perturbations, in the sense described above.
We will first impose some gauge conditions on our perturbations, since otherwise we would have no hope
of proving decay results for the perturbations. In the vacuum case6 the transverse, traceless gauge can be
used, but it is not possible to impose the traceless condition in our case. Instead, we impose a modified
transverse gauge, together with the Lorentz gauge choice for the gauge fields:
∇νδgµν − 1
2
∇µδg − Ω−1nµδg = 0
∇νδAνµ1...µp−1 = 0
(73)
There are two points to note about equation (73). First, the presence of the term Ω−1nµδg may give
cause for concern, since it appears to diverge in the asymptotic region. However, it is shown in appendix
B that this gauge may be imposed upon asymptotically flat initial data for the linearised equations.
Secondly, it should be noted that we have not completely fixed the gauge, either for the metric
perturbation or for the gauge field perturbations. We can contrast our metric gauge condition with
6in D > 4 - a different gauge can be used for the D = 4 case [32]
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the usual transverse, traceless condition used in [33] - clearly, a scalar gauge degree of freedom remains
unfixed in our gauge, roughly corresponding to the trace of the metric perturbation. However, this degree
of freedom propagates according to a scalar wave equation - this is precisely the reason why it can be
fixed to zero for all time in vacuum. As such, its asymptotics are dictated by this wave equation - and
so, for our purposes, we do not have to fix it, as it will already decay appropriately. A similar situation
arises for the gauge fields, where we would like to be able to fix the longitudinal gauge, ınδA
I = 0. This
can be done in Minkowski space, but not in the presence of curvature, so again we are left with unfixed
gauge degrees of freedom, but these gauge degrees of freedom admit a well-posed Cauchy problem, and
obey an equation of motion which leads to appropriate asymptotics. For further details, see appendix B.
Next, we need to make a choice of variables, which will be related to appropriately conformally
rescaled combinations of our perturbations. We choose the following set of variables:
τµν = Ω
−D−62 δgµν
τˆµ = Ω
−D−42 n˜νδgµν
τ˜ = Ω−
D−4
2 g˜µνδgµν
σ = ∇˜µτµ
φ˜B = Ω−
D−2
2 δφB
δA˜I = Ω−
D−2
2 +pδAI
δAˆI = Ω−
D−2
2 +pın˜δA
I
(74)
Note that the conditions that these variables are smooth up to the boundary of M˜ are precisely the
linearisations of our asymptotic flatness conditions (72).
If we denote the set of variables above by {qN}, then we are faced with the task of finding equations
of the form
PµνM,N ∇˜µ∇˜νqN = fN(qM , ∇˜qM ) (75)
where the functions fN are explicitly smooth up to the boundary, i.e. they cannot contain any negative
powers of Ω. Moreover, we require this system to be (strictly) hyperbolic, which is the condition that
there exists some covector τ such that the polynomial
P (s; ξ) = det (PµνM,N (ξµ + sτµ)(ξν + sτν)) (76)
has D distinct roots for all ξ 6= 0.
This is done in detail in appendix A. Despite the complexity of these equations, the result is the
expected one: the conditions on the metric for asymptotic flatness are the same as in the vacuum case,
while the conditions on the fields are the same as the conditions usually imposed in Minkowski space. This
is not surprising, as terms arising from couplings between the various fields tend to fall off much faster
than the fields themselves, since they include (by definition) multiple fields, all of which are decaying
near null infinity. Only the terms in the equations of motion which are linear in all fields are important,
and these do not include the coupling terms.
7.1 Discussion
There are some issues with this approach. The machinery of null infinity described above exists only in
even spacetime dimensions (see [17]), although with appropriate definitions in place this may possibly
be overcome. The reason for this difficulty is that half-integer powers of Ω appear in odd dimensions,
and these spoil various smoothness assumptions. In addition, we have had to restrict to perturbations
which are compactly supported on the initial, spacelike slice, whereas we are actually interested in
asymptotically flat perturbations. These are defined as perturbations on an initial data slice through
spacelike infinity such that the variables defined in (74) are smooth at spacelike infinity, and where, in
addition the derivatives of these variables in the n˜ direction fall off one power of Ω faster. This additional
restriction on the initial data is the reason why the additional “mass terms” in section 3.1, equations (19)
and (20), vanish. However, our energy functional is continuous (in the sense of L2) and the compactly
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supported perturbations are expected to be dense in the set of asymptotically flat perturbations with
vanishing linearised ADM quantities (this was proved for gravitational perturbations in [15]).
Finally, the gauge choice and choice of variables outlined above fail to provide a set of hyperbolic
equations of motion in four dimensions, the reason being that a factor of (D− 4) appears in front of the
Laplace-Beltrami operator, spoiling hyperbolicity. Note that this also occurs when using the transverse,
traceless gauge in the vacuum case; an alternative choice of gauge and of variables was found in [32]
which works in four dimensions, and it is likely that something similar can be achieved in our case.
Finally, we mention that the definitions and proofs of linear stability carry over straightforwardly to
the asymptotically Kaluza Klein case, where we say that a spacetime is asymptotically Kaluza Klein if,
outside of some compact region, it is diffeomorphic to the product of an asymptotically flat spacetime
and some (fixed) compact manifold, and moreover, where the metric on the compact manifold approaches
some fixed (i.e. independent of the position on the asymptotically flat manifold) metric at an appropriate
rate near infinity. Then the “D” appearing in the formulae above must be replaced by the dimension of
the asymptotically flat space, rather than the full dimension of the space.
8 Flux of Canonical Energy Across the Horizon and Null Infin-
ity
8.1 Flux Across Null Infinity
Our asymptotic flatness conditions mean that, close to null infinity, we can define a function u and work
in a gauge such that the unphysical line element, associated with g˜µν becomes
ds2 = 2dudΩ + µ˜ijdx
idxj +O(Ω) (77)
where µ˜ij is a Riemannian metric on some compact (d−2) dimensional manifold, with associated volume
form ǫ˜µ˜. Then n˜
µ = (∂/∂u)µ is proportional, at null infinity, to the asymptotically timelike Killing vector
fields via the formula
t˜µ = (t˜ν∂νu)n˜
µ (78)
where t˜ν∂νu > 0 is constant on null infinity.
Using this, together with our decay properties and gauge conditions, we can calculate the pull-back
of the symplectic current to null infinity. The gravitational contributions are found in [15] to be
ωGR(δg,Ltδg) = 2(t˜
µ∂µu)δN˜ijδN˜
ijdu ∧ ǫ˜µ + (t˜µ∂µu)d (τ˜µν (Ln˜τ˜µν)ǫ˜µ) (79)
where Nij is the Bondi news tensor. Note that the second term gives a boundary term, while the first is
manifestly positive, as the contraction is taken with respect to µ˜ij .
We now examine the additional contributions arising from the scalar fields and gauge fields. A short
calculation shows that these are given respectively by
ωscalar(δS,LtδS) = 2(t˜
µ∂µu)FBC(Ln˜φ˜
B)(Ln˜φ˜
C)du ∧ ǫ˜µ + d
(
FBC φ˜
B
Ln˜φ˜
C ǫ˜µ
)
ωgauge(δS,LtδS) = 2(t˜
µ∂µu)GIJ(Ln˜A˜
I)i1...ip(Ln˜A˜
J )i1...ipdu ∧ ǫ˜µ + d
(
GIJ(A˜
I)i1...ipLn˜(A˜
J )i1...ip ǫ˜µ
)
(80)
where the indices {i1, . . . ip} represent the components in the xi1 , . . . xip directions, which are contracted
using the metric µ˜ij . Note that, because all the background fields fall off near infinity (except g˜µν , which
is O(1)), the only terms which survive near infinity are the ones mentioned above. In particular, ωscalar
is independent of δgµν and δA
I , etc.
Finally, we remark that all of the above expressions are sums of positive definite quantities and
boundary terms. Thus , if I12 is a section of null infinity, with ∂I12 = C (u2)− C (u1) , then we have
WI12(δS,LtδS) = 2
∫
I12
(t˜µ∂µu)
(
δN˜νρδN˜νρ + FBCLn˜ϕ
B
Ln˜ϕ
C+
GIJ (Ln˜α˜
I)i1...ip(Ln˜α˜
J )i1...ip
)
du ∧ ǫ˜µ + C(u1)− C(u1)
(81)
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where the boundary terms Ci are given by
C(ui) =
∫
C (ui)
(t˜µ∂µu)
(
τ˜µνLn˜τµν + FBCϕ
B
Ln˜ϕ
C +GIJ (α˜
I)i1...ipLn˜(α˜
J )i1...ip
)
ǫ˜µ (82)
8.2 Flux Across the Horizon
We now aim to find a similar formula for the flux of canonical energy across the horizon. The process is
very similar to that described above - note the similarity between (48) and (77). In this case, however,
the computation is a little more involved, since we cannot appeal to fall off rates in order to “decouple”
the various parts of the symplectic current, as was done above. Instead, we must appeal directly to our
gauge and boundary conditions. Nevertheless, if H12 is a section of the future horizon, the boundary
conditions together with axisymmetry and the stationarity of the background, and our gauge condition,
ınδA
I on H , are sufficient to ensure that
WH12(δS,LtδS) =
∫
H12
2(κu)
(
4δσαβδσ
αβ + FBCLnδφ
B
Lnδφ
C
+GIJ(LnδA
I)α1...αp(LnδA
J )α1...αp
)
du ∧ ǫµ +B(u2)−B(u1)
(83)
where κ > 0 is the surface gravity, δσαβ is the perturbed shear of the horizon, the indices α, β refer to the
components with respect to the basis of one forms {γα} which are raised using the (Riemannian) metric
µαβ (see (48)), and ǫµ is the induced metric on the intersection of the future horizon with surfaces of
constant u. Note also that u and n above are associated with the horizon, as in (48) and the preceding
discussion, rather than with null infinity as in (77). Finally, if ∂H12 = B(u2)−B(u1) then the boundary
terms B(u1) and B(u2) are given by
B(ui) =
∫
B(ui)
(κui)
(
δgµν(Lnδg)µν + FBCδφ
B
Lnδφ
C +GIJ (δA
I)α1...αp(LnδA
J)α1...αp
)
ǫµ (84)
To find the gravitational terms in the above formulae it is essential first to show that the perturbed
expansion of the horizon, δϑ vanishes everywhere along the future horizon, rather than just at the
bifurcation surface (see [15] for details). The Raychaudhuri equation on H+ is
d
du
ϑ(λ) = − 1
D − 2ϑ(λ)
2 − σαβσαβ − Tµν(λ)nµnν (85)
We know that in the background spacetime, ϑ(0) = σαβ(0) = 0, and that n is null in both the background
and perturbed spacetimes. In addition, the background Raychaudhuri equation implies that ındA
I =
dr∧AI(r) on the horizon, for some (p− 1)-form AI(r) - see (57). Using these facts we see that dδϑ/du = 0.
Since we choose δϑ = 0 at u = 0, this implies that δϑ = 0 along the whole future horizon, as required.
8.3 Modified Canonical Energy
We now define the modified canonical energy E¯ , evaluated on a surface Σ with one boundary, C (u), at
null infinity and an interior boundary, B(u), on the future horizon, by
E¯(δS, u) = E(δS)− C(u)−B(u) (86)
This modified canonical energy has the desired property that it is non-increasing, in the sense that, if
one such surface Σ1 lies entirely within the causal past of another such surface Σ2, then
E¯Σ2 ≤ E¯Σ1 (87)
This follows straightforwardly from the fact that the symplectic form is closed, which means that
EΣ2 = EΣ1 +WI12(δS,LtδS) +WH12(δS,LtδS) (88)
then the flux terms WI12(δS,LtδS) and WH12(δS,LtδS) are the sum of positive definite terms and
boundary terms, which are absorbed into the definition of the modified canonical energy.
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Note that the modified canonical energy agrees with the canonical energy as the boundaries approach
spatial infinity and the bifurcation surface respectively, since the Lie derivatives of our perturbations in
the n˜ direction tend to zero faster on this slice7 (see section 7.1), and the ui appearing in (84) vanishes,
by definition, at the bifurcation surface. In addition, if the perturbation approaches some stationary
configuration in the far future, the boundary terms should also vanish and so the modified canonical
energy should approach the canonical energy.
Note that we have finally proved that the (modified) canonical energy possesses all the properties
enumerated at the start of subsection 6.
9 Stability and Instability
We can now give arguments relating the positivity properties of E to the stability properties of the back-
ground solution. We can provide fairly strong arguments for instability in the case where a perturbation
can be found for which E(δS) is negative. On the other hand, there are a number of limitations on
the statements which can be made about stability in the case when E > 0 can be established for all
permissible perturbations.
9.1 Instability
Suppose that an asymptotically flat, axisymmetric perturbation can be found with vanishing linearised
ADM quantities and which satisfies E(δS) < 0. Suppose in addition that this perturbation approaches a
stationary solution in the far future. Then we must have E¯(δS)→ E(δS0) for some stationary perturba-
tion of the original solution, δS0, which must also have vanishing linearised ADM quantities
8. However,
as shown in section 6.2, such a perturbation has vanishing canonical energy, so E¯(δS) → 0. On the
other hand, the modified canonical energy cannot increase in the future, and is negative initially, giving
a contradiction.
We interpret this as evidence for instability. Although this does not prove that there is some physical
quantity which grows with time (let alone exponentially with time), as long as the linear approximation
is valid, we have shown that the perturbation cannot decay, nor can it approach a stationary configura-
tion. There are only two remaining options: either the perturbation grows large enough for the linear
approximation to become invalid (signalling an instability), or the perturbation remains small without
ever becoming stationary, nor radiating to null infinity (since radiation decreases the modified canonical
energy), nor falling through the black hole horizon. This latter case appears unlikely, even in a theory as
general as the one we have considered, as non-stationary configurations are always expected to radiate
in an asymptotically flat spacetime.
Note that, even if this case can be ruled out, we still cannot say anything about the rate of growth
of instabilities found using this method. This may be seen as a disadvantage, although it also indicates
that this approach is sensitive to instabilities which grow, say, polynomially9 with time, rather than
exponentially, as is usually the case.
9.2 Stability
The arguments for stability are a lot weaker in nature than those for instability. Suppose that, for a
given background solution, we can show that E is positive semi-definite when restricted to axisymmetric
perturbations which do not change the linearised ADM charges. As we expect the degeneracies of E to be
given precisely by the stationary perturbations, we can form a new space of perturbations by “quotienting
out” by stationary perturbations. Then E provides a non-increasing norm on this space, meaning that
the canonical energy can be used to bound the “size” of the equivalence class of a perturbation as it
evolves in time. Since the perturbation can be expressed as the sum of a stationary perturbation and
a representative element of the equivalence class, and the former does not evolve while the latter is
bounded, this establishes boundedness of the perturbation. We should note that this approach can only
7This is also manifestly true for compactly supported perturbations
8Recall that, at linear order, neither mass nor angular momenta can be radiated. In the theory under consideration,
neither can charge, as there are no charged fields.
9We would expect linear growth to correspond to perturbations with vanishing canonical energy
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establish boundedness and not decay of the perturbation. Also, we note that in simple cases (such
as four dimensional Einstein-Maxwell theory) there are no stationary perturbations about a stationary
background which leave the linearised ADM charges unchanged, as the uniqueness theorems allow us to
label all stationary spacetimes by their ADM charges. In such cases we do not have to take the quotient
described above.
There are some issues with the argument above. First, we have had to restrict to perturbations which
do not change the linearised ADM charges. This is not expected to cause many problems as we have
restricted consideration to the non-extremal case, where we expect the presence of families of stationary
solutions labelled by their ADM charges. Then an arbitrary perturbation could be expressed as the
sum of a perturbation within this family (which is evidently stable), and a perturbation satisfying our
previous conditions. Note that different arguments have recently been given, which suggest that extremal
black holes are generically unstable [27] [28].
Finally, note that we can only conclude boundedness for axisymmetric perturbations, for reasons
detailed throughout this paper. Essentially, the problem is with the possible existence of an ergosphere,
which would spoil positivity of energy flux through the horizon - this is connected with the phenomena
of superradiance. As is well known, axisymmetric fields do not exhibit superradiance, so we have avoided
dealing with this difficulty in the approach detailed above. Another possible approach is to use a vector
field other than the asymptotically timelike Killing vector field t in the definition of the canonical energy
(46). As was noted in [15], using the horizon Killing field K results in positive flux over the horizon for
arbitrary perturbations, but will not lead to positive energy flux across null infinity. We could look for
a vector field which interpolates between t near infinity and K near the horizon, which would lead to
positive energy flux across both boundaries. However, such a vector field would not be Killing, leading to
a nonzero “bulk” contribution to the energy. In order to establish stability for arbitrary perturbations,
we would need also to establish the positivity of this bulk contribution for some choice of vector field,
or at least give a sufficiently stringent lower bound on its size. This is very similar to the redshift vector
field approach used successfully in studies of linear waves on black hole backgrounds [4].
10 An Application: The Gubser-Mitra Conjecture
As was previously done in the vacuum case [15], we now seek to apply these methods to the Gubser-Mitra
conjecture [9]. Put simply, this states that a black string (or more generally a black membrane) which is
thermodynamically unstable is classically unstable, if the circle (or torus) around which the black string is
wrapped is large enough. We will consider uniform black membranes - that is, solutions to our Lagrangian
(1) which are the warped product of an asymptotically flat manifold and a d-dimensional torus. We will
label co-ordinates for the torus as {zm}, and insist that each of the ∂/∂zm is a Killing vector field10.
We also assume that the solutions have vanishing linear momentum, both in the asymptotically flat
directions and in the compact zm directions, and that all tensors are “block diagonal”, in the sense that
their components in the mixed toroidal/asymptotically flat directions vanish. To define thermodynamic
stability, suppose that there is a family of such solutions, labelled by their ADM charges. The horizon
area of members of this family can be thought of as a function of the ADM charges. The Hessian of the
horizon area is then
H =


∂2A
∂M2
∂2A
∂Q(I,α)∂M
∂2A
∂P(J,β)∂M
∂2A
∂Ji∂M
∂2A
∂M∂Q(K,γ)
∂2A
∂Q(I,α)Q(K,γ)
∂2A
∂P(J,β)∂Q(K,γ)
∂2A
∂Ji∂Q(K,γ)
∂2A
∂M∂P(L,δ)
∂2A
∂Q(I,α)P(L,δ)
∂2A
∂P(J,β)∂P(L,δ)
∂2A
∂P(L,δ)∂Ji
∂2A
∂M∂Jj
∂2S
∂Q(I,α)∂Jj
∂2A
∂P(J,β)∂Jj
∂2A
∂Ji∂Jj

 (89)
We say that a solution is thermodynamically unstable ifH has a positive eigenvalue. Note that, with this
definition, we are not considering solutions with nonzero Kaluza Klein momenta within our ensemble.
Let ξ and v be arbitrary vectors in the parameter space for this family (i.e. the space of ADM
charges, excluding the linear momenta), and consider the one-parameter family of solutions
S(λ) = S(ξ + λv) (90)
10Note that we do not specify that the line element on the torus is simply dzmdznδmn - indeed, for charged black strings
this is not the case.
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From (44) we see that, for this perturbation
E = −κd
2A
dλ2
(0) (91)
but also
d2A
dλ2
(0) = vTH(ξ)v (92)
Thus, if S(ξ) is thermodynamically unstable, then we are able to find a perturbation making E negative.
However, we cannot yet deploy the machinery developed earlier, as this perturbation clearly does
not have vanishing linearised ADM charges. Our approach will be to multiply the initial data for our
perturbation by a factor which is periodic on the torus, in order to achieve vanishing linearised ADM
charges. However, this initial data will no longer satisfy the linearised constraints, and so additional
terms are required to correct this. Finally, we will need to show that the contributions of all these
additional terms to the canonical energy vanish in the limit where the size of the torus tends to infinity.
In this section we will use the notation natural to the Hamiltonian formulation, the details of which
are given in appendix B. The initial data for S(ξ) is given by
(
h, π, φB , pB, A
I ,ΠI
)
, where hab is the
induced metric on a spacelike hypersurface, the φB are the restrictions of the scalar fields to this surface,
and the AI are the pull backs to this surface of the gauge fields. The momenta canonically conjugate
to these variables are πab, pB and ΠI respectively. Our original perturbation, ∂S(λ)/∂λ, induces initial
data for the linearised equations
(
δhˆ, δπˆ, δφˆB , δpˆB, δAˆ
I , δΠˆI
)
, which satisfies the constraint equations.
We assume that our Cauchy surface is chosen to be maximal in both the background and the perturbed
spacetimes (see [29]), so that
πabhab = δπˆ
abhab + π
abδhˆab = 0 (93)
We also assume, for notational simplicity, that all the circles with tangents ∂/∂zi have the same “length”,
which we denote by ℓ, so that zi ∼ zi + ℓ.
The perturbations we will use are:
δhab =
(
δhˆab + ψhab
)
eik·x/ℓ
δπab =
(
δπˆab − ψπab) eik·x/ℓ +√hD(aXˆb) −√h 1
D
DcXˆchab
δAI = δAˆIeik·x/ℓ
δΠI = δΠˆIe
ik·x/ℓ
δφB = δφˆBeik·x/ℓ
δpB = δpˆBe
ik·x/ℓ
(94)
In the above, k · x = kizi for integer constants ki, and the scalar field ψ and vector field Xˆa are to be
determined. We write ka for the vector field kih
ij(∂/∂zj)a, and ki = hijkj (which are not necessarily
constants, unlike the ki, although they are still independent of the z
i).
We decompose our vector field Xˆa as
Xˆa = (Xa + ζka) eik·x/ℓ (95)
where Xa is orthogonal to the surfaces of constant zi. In order to ensure that our perturbations leave
the linearised ADM charges invariant, we will also need to demand that the Lie derivatives in the zi
directions of the scalar fields ψ and ζ and of the vector field Xa vanish.
The linearised Gauss Law constraint is automatically satisfied, since the extra contribution from the
periodic factor we have inserted is
ka(ΠI)ab1...bp−1 (96)
but the momenta in the internal (zi) directions vanish by assumption. The linearised momentum con-
straint implies
−DbDbXˆa −DbDaXˆb + 2
D
DaDbXˆb = i
ℓ
√
h
(
πbcδhˆbc + pAδφˆ
A + (ΠI)a1...ap(δAˆI)a1...ap
)
eik·x/ℓka (97)
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Note that we should be careful to distinguish between the components of this vector field in the zi
direction and the functions ki defined above.
By decomposing Xˆ in the way we have indicated above, the momentum constraint may be separated
into two - one which points in the zi directions, and one which points entirely in the “external” directions,
i.e the directions in the surfaces of constant zi. Since nothing depends on the zi, each of these may then
be written entirely as equations on some surface of constant zi. We use indices from the start of the Greek
alphabet to denote quantities and derivatives induced in the“external” directions (i.e. on the constant zi
planes), while indices from the middle of the Latin alphabet label components in the “internal” directions.
We emphasise that, in the equations below, quantities labelled by internal indices are to be viewed as
scalar functions on our surface of constant zi, with derivatives being taken accordingly. In addition, all
derivatives are to be taken with respect to the induced metric on the surface of constant zi, rather than
the full metric. Finally, we define h = det(hij). Then the two equations are
0 = Dβ
(√
hDβXα
)
− (D − 2)
D
Dβ
(√
hDαXβ
)
− (D − 4)
4D
√
hhijhkl(∂αhik)(∂βhjl)X
β
− (D − 2)
2D
√
hhij (Dα∂βhij)Xβ −
√
h
k2
ℓ2
Xα − 2(D − 1)
D
√
hRαβXβ − i
ℓ
(D − 2)
D
√
h∂α(k2ζ)
+
i
ℓ
√
hkikj(∂αhij)ζ
(98)
and
Dβ
(
k2
√
h∂βζ
)
− 1
2
√
hkikj
(Dβ∂βhij) ζ +√hhijkkkl(∂βhij)(∂βhjl)ζ
− 1
4
√
hhijkkkl(∂βhij)(∂βhkl)ζ − 2
D
√
h
k4
ℓ2
ζ − i
ℓ
(D − 2)
D
k2Dβ(
√
hXβ) +
i
ℓ
√
hkikj(∂βhij)X
β
=
i√
h
k2
ℓ
(
πbcδhˆbc + pAδφˆ
A + (ΠI)a1...ap(δAˆI)a1...ap
)
eik·x/ℓ
(99)
Where we have used that the induced metric on the tori (hij in the above notation) is diagonal in
these coordinates, as we are considering warped products of an asymptotically flat spacetime with a
torus.
Note that the conformal factor ψ does not appear in the linearised momentum constraints. However,
it does appear in the linearised Hamiltonian constraint, which can be written as
0 = (D − 2)Dα
(√
hDαψ
)
+
√
h
(
V (φ)− p
2(p+ 1)!
GIJ (dA
I)a1...ap+1(dAJ )a1...ap+1 −
D − 2
h
πabπab
− (D − 2)
2h
FABpApB − p!(D − p− 2)
2h
GIJ (ΠI)
a1...ap(ΠJ)a1...ap − (D − 2)
k2
ℓ2
)
ψ + 2
√
h
h
παβDαXβ
+
√
h
h
πij(∂αhij)X
α +
2i
ℓ
√
h
h
kikjπijζ −
√
h
1
ℓ2
kikjδhˆij − k
2
ℓ2
√
hδhˆ
(100)
Equations (98), (99) and (100) form a set of linear, uniformly elliptic11 PDE for Xα, ζ and ψ. In
order to discuss their solutions, we must first find appropriate boundary conditions.
We take all members of our original family of spacetimes to obey our gauge conditions, and so the
gauge conditions on our perturbations will be met as long as δϑ = 0. We find
δϑ =
(D − 2)
2
Lηψ+
(D − 1)
2
Hψ− (D − 2)
D
Lη(ηaX
a)+
2
D
H(ηaX
a)+
2
D
Da
(
(h ab − ηbηa)Xb
)
+
2
D
i
ℓ
k2ζ
(101)
where η is the outward pointing normal to B in Σ, H is the trace of the extrinsic curvature of B in
Σ, and D is the induced covariant derivative on B. Since B is the bifurcation surface of a black hole
11The principle symbol of Xα in (98) is σ(ξ)a
b
= ξ2δa
b
+ (D−2)
D
ξaξb, which is invertible for all ξ 6= 0, and in fact
||σ(ξ)a
b
|| ≥ ξ2, where the operator norm is understood.
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spacetime, we actually have H = 0, and so we will satisfy our gauge conditions if we impose mixed
Neumann/Dirichlet boundary conditions at B on our perturbations as follows:
Lηψ
∣∣
B
= 0
Lη(ηaX
a)
∣∣
B
= 0
(h ab − ηbηa)Xb
∣∣
B
= 0
ζ
∣∣
B
= 0
(102)
Existence of a solution to equations (98) and (99) with the above boundary conditions is guaranteed by
the arguments given in appendix B of [15]. In addition, the norm of this solution (in an appropriately
weighted Sobolev space) is controlled by the norm of the right hand side of equation (99), and tends to
zero of order O(1/ℓ) in the limit ℓ→ 0.
Next we examine equation (100). We can multiply this by ψ and integrate by parts, with the aim of
showing that ||ψ||H2 → 0 as ℓ→ ∞, in D ≥ 6. 12 Note, however, that in order to make this argument,
the second term in (100) must be negative, i.e.
V (φ) ≤ p
2(p+ 1)!
GIJ (dA
I)a1...ap+1(dAJ )a1...ap+1 +
D − 2
h
πabπab +
(D − 2)
2h
FABpApB
+
p!(D − p− 2)
2h
GIJ (ΠI)
a1...ap(ΠJ)a1...ap + (D − 2)
k2
ℓ2
(103)
If this is not the case, then equation (100) tells us nothing about ||ψ||H2 . Note that the condition (103)
is a condition on the background solution, and not on the perturbations: given a background solution,
we could simply check whether this condition is satisfied or not. In particular, (103) will be satisfied
whenever V = 0, or when φA = 0 in the background, i.e. when the scalar field potential vanishes, or
when the scalar field itself vanishes in the background spacetime.
In the case where (103) is not satisfied, it may be possible to make a more complicated ansatz for the
perturbation (for example, making some additional perturbation to the scalar field and its momentum)
in order to make the corresponding term negative. For example, when the scalar fields have vanishing
canonical momenta, pA = 0, we can eliminate the assumption (103) if we make an additional perturbation
δφA = eik·x/ℓ(δφˆA − ψφA) (104)
where ψ is the conformal factor introduced in (94). With this additional perturbation, the linearised mo-
mentum constraint is still satisfied. Under the additional assumptions V,Aφ
A−V ≥ 0 in the background,
and FA[B,C] = 0, we find a modified version of equation (100) of the form
Dα (f1Dαψ)− f2ψ + f3(X, ζ, (1/ℓ)δhˆ) = 0 (105)
with f1 and f2 positive functions, and f3 linear, and with appropriate decay properties for the approach
used above to be applicable. In particular, pA = 0 includes (but is not limited to) the case of a static
black brane, for which all the canonical momenta vanish.
Finally, we note that the normalised canonical energy E˜(δS) differs from the normalised canonical
energy of our original perturbations, E˜(δSˆ), only by terms involving integrals of Xα, ζ, ψ and their
derivatives, all of which can be bounded by their norms in the above sense, and all of which are O(ℓ−1).
Note further that, since such quantities have been found to converge when their indices are contracted
using the metric hab, they will certainly converge when contracted using quantities which decay faster
near infinity, such as πab. Therefore, we conclude that
Eℓ(δS) = Eℓ(δSˆ) +O(ℓ−1) (106)
In particular, this means that we will have Eℓ(δS) < 0 for ℓ sufficiently large, proving the Gubser-Mitra
conjecture in this setting.
12The integrals do not all converge in D = 4, 5, but a limiting argument identical to that used in [15] can be made to
deal with these cases.
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11 Conclusion
Hollands and Wald have previously constructed an energy functional for linearised perturbations in
vacuum GR, whose positivity properties are connected with stability and instability, at least in some
restricted class of perturbations. We have successfully generalised their construction to include a rather
complicated matter model, and obtained the same results. Our model includes a large set of conserved
charges, including magnetic and electric (possibly dipole) charges, all of which must be held constant in
the class of perturbations under consideration. It is important to note that we did not include charged
matter in our model - the ability to radiate charge would prevent us from arguing for instability.
In order to make our arguments we have had to investigate the stability of an appropriate notion
of asymptotic flatness near null infinity in the presence of matter. We have found that an appropriate
definition can be given, and that this definition is stable under linear perturbations, in the sense that
linearised perturbations on some initial Cauchy surface, when evolved under the linearised equations of
motion, will satisfy the linearised versions of our definitions of asymptotic flatness at null infinity. We
should note that, for technical reasons, this only works in even dimensions D > 4, though we expect
that the case D = 4 can be dealt with as a special case (as it is for the vacuum Einstein equations).
Our primary result is that an appropriate energy functional E can be defined on linearised perturba-
tions to stationary solutions of our model. If we can prove that E > 0 for all allowed perturbations, then
the spacetime is stable to that class of linearised perturbations, whereas if E < 0 for some perturbation,
then the spacetime is unstable.
We have also extended the proof of the Gubser-Mitra conjecture given in [15] to the case of charged
black brane solutions to our model. The primary difficulty here is that the spacetimes under consideration
are no longer simply Cartesian products, but this can be overcome by using suitable inner products (i.e.
with weight
√
h). We found that, for uniform, non-boosted black brane solutions to our Lagrangian, if
the solution is both thermodynamically unstable and sufficiently extended, then it is classically unstable.
Unfortunately, as in the vacuum case, our construction does not allow us to infer exactly how far the black
brane must be extended before the instability will set in. In addition, we have had to place additional
constraints on the scalar field potential in the background spacetime. In particular, we are able to deal
completely with the case of a vanishing scalar field potential, or a vanishing scalar field in the background
spacetime, or a static background spacetime. We expect an appropriate ansatz for the perturbations to
yield the general case, perhaps with some further restrictions on the form of the potential V (θ) or the
coupling terms FAB and GAB.
The arguments given for stability and instability have a few shortcomings, however, the argument
for instability whenever E < 0 appears to be fairly strong. On the other hand, the primary criticism of
the argument we have given for stability must be that we have restricted to axisymmetric perturbations.
This unfortunate, especially when we reflect that a lot of interesting dynamics, such as the phenomena
of superradiance (which is potentially problematic with regards to stability - see for example [30] and
[31]), are lost when we restrict to axisymmetry. On the other hand, with some modification, it may be
possible to adapt this method to deal with non-axisymmetric perturbations. Indeed, if our background
spacetime has vanishing angular momenta, we can already drop this restriction.
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A Regular, Hyperbolic Equations Near Null Infinity
Here we construct the hyperbolic PDE, which are the evolution equations for our rescaled variables
presented in (74), in our choice of gauge (73). First we consider the linearised, rescaled equations of
motion for the matter fields. Note that these are all regular at Ω = 0, which is the boundary of the
conformally compactified manifold. See [32], [33] for the vacuum case in D = 4 and D ≥ 6 respectively.
Note also that derivatives are taken with respect to the rescaled fields; for example
V˜A =
∂
∂ϕA
V (ϕ) = O(ΩD2 −1) (107)
In this section, we will make the same choice of conformal factor as in [33], which means that we can
set Ω
D
2 f = n˜µn˜ν and Ω
(D/2 − 2)χab = ∇˜an˜b. We will also use the shorthand HI for the background
field strength. Finally, for simplicity (of a sort) we will only treat the case where the gauge fields are
one-forms in this section.
For completeness, we state here the conformal factors which relate our background and perturbed
fields to their rescaled counterparts. The background fields are:
gµν = Ω
−2g˜µν
φA = Ω
D−2
2 φ˜A
dAI = HI = Ω
D−4−2p
2 H˜I
ın˜H˜
I = ΩHˆ
Tµν = Ω
D−2
2 T˜µν
(108)
Where Tµν is the energy-momentum tensor.
The perturbations are:
δgµν = Ω
D−6
2 τµν
n˜ντµν = Ωτˆµ
g˜µντµν = Ωτ˜
g˜µν∇˜µτν = σ
δφA = Ω
D−2
2 δφ˜A
δAI = Ω
D−2−2p
2 δA˜I
δTµν = Ω
D−2
2 δTµν
(109)
Finally, we use the Lorentz gauge for the gauge field perturbations, divδAI = 0, and we choose a
modified transverse gauge for the metric,
∇νδgνµ − 1
2
∇µδg − Ω−1nµδg = 0 (110)
which, in terms of the conformally rescaled quantities, takes the form
∇˜ντνµ − 1
2
Ω∇˜µτ˜ − D
4
nµτ − D + 2
2
τˆµ = 0 (111)
Because of the excessive length of the equations in this section, we will only quote the important
terms in the conformally rescaled equations of motion, which we present below. The terms which are
omitted are at worst of order Ω
D
2 −3, and they all contain at most one derivative of the perturbations.
A.1 Matter Perturbation Equations of Motion
The equations of motion for the scalar field perturbations are:
FAB∇˜µ∇˜µδφ˜B +Ω−1
(
D
2
− 1
)(
F˜AB,C + F˜AC,B − F˜BC,A
)
φ˜B n˜µ(∇˜µδφ˜C) + Ω−2V˜ABδφ˜B + . . . = 0
(112)
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Note that, in order for this equation to be regular, we require V˜AB = O(Ω2) and F˜AB,C = O(Ω). This
is an indication that the asymptotics of the scalar field change when the field is massive, or when the
non-canonical kinetic term causes problems.
The equation of motion for the gauge field perturbations are
GIJ∇˜ν∇˜νδA˜Jµ + . . . = 0 (113)
And for the normal component of the perturbation to the gauge fields:
GIJ∇˜µ∇˜µδAˆJ − Ω−1GIJδA˜Jµn˜νR˜µν + . . . = 0 (114)
the second term in (114) appears divergent, however, though the use of the (conformally rescaled) Einstein
equation, the Ricci tensor R˜ can be related to the rescaled energy momentum tensor, and so it can be
seen to fall off fast enough. In fact, the contraction n˜µR˜µν falls off even faster.
A.2 Metric Perturbation Equations of Motion
Next we examine the linearised and rescaled Einstein equation. The equation of motion for the metric
perturbation is
− ∇˜ρ∇˜ρτµν + 1
2
Ωg˜µν∇˜ρ∇˜ρτ˜ + . . . = δT˜µν (115)
Note that there is a term involving second derivatives of the (rescaled) trace of the metric perturbation,
which can be replaced by lower order terms by using the equation of motion for the trace of the metric
perturbation, which is (
1
2
D − 1
)
∇˜µ∇˜µτ˜ + . . . = Ω−1g˜µνδT˜µν (116)
As before, the second term above is potentially problematic, but on closer inspection of the rescaled
perturbation to the energy momentum tensor we find that its trace vanishes one power of Ω faster.
We also need equations of motion for the rescaled normal component of the metric perturbation,
τˆµ and its divergence, σ. These are are found by taking the divergence of (115), and then taking the
divergence once again, and using our gauge conditions.
The equation of motion for τˆµ is
− 2−D
D
∇˜ν∇˜ν τˆµ + 2−D
D
n˜ν∇˜ν∇˜µτ˜ + . . . = ∇˜νδT˜νµ (117)
The equation for σ is
− (D − 4)(D − 2)
2D
(
∇˜µ∇˜µσ − ΩD2 −2ξµν∇˜ρ∇˜ρτµν +ΩD2 −1ξµν∇˜µ∇˜ν τ˜
)
+
1
2
R˜µν∇˜ρ∇˜ρτµν + . . .
= ∇˜µ∇˜νδT˜µν
(118)
Note that, in both of the above equations, second derivatives of τ˜ appear. Second derivatives of τµν
also appear in (118), however, we can use (115) to eliminate these in favour of lower order terms. Also,
note that the coefficient of ∇˜µ∇˜µσ in (118) contains a factor of (D − 2)(D − 4) - this same factor also
appears in [33], and signifies that a different gauge or choice of variables is necessary in D = 4.
One might worry that, since the (rescaled) perturbed energy-momentum tensor, δT˜µν , already con-
tains first derivatives of the perturbations to the matter fields, the above equations might contain third
and fourth derivatives. However, since δ (∇µT µν) = 0,we can write the right-hand sides of (117) and
(118) as
∇˜νδT˜µν = −ΩD2 −1T˜ νρ∇˜µ(τνρ)− ΩD2 −1τνρ∇˜ρ(T˜µν)− 1
2
Dn˜µΩ
D
2 −2τνρT˜νρ − 1
2
Dn˜νΩ
D
2 −2T˜µρτ
ρ
ν
+ nνΩ
D
2 −2T˜µρτ
ρ
ν − nνΩ
D
2 −2τ ρµ T˜νρ −
Dn˜νδT˜µν
2Ω
+
nµδT˜
ν
ν
Ω
+
nνδT˜µν
Ω
− τ˜ n˜νΩD2 −1T˜µν
− τˆνΩD2 −1T˜µν
(119)
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and
∇˜µ∇˜νδT˜µν = −1
2
Dn˜µΩ
D
2 −2T˜ νρ∇˜µ(τνρ)− 1
2
Dn˜µΩ
D
2 −2τνρ∇˜µ(T˜νρ)− 1
2
Dn˜µΩ
D
2 −2T˜ νρ∇˜ρ(τµν)
+ nµΩ
D
2 −2T˜ νρ∇˜ρ(τµν)− nµΩD2 −2T˜ νµ ∇˜ρ(τ ρν )− nµΩ
D
2 −2τνρ∇˜ρ(T˜µν)
− ΩD2 −1τµν∇˜ρ(∇˜ν(T˜ ρµ ))− Ω
D
2 −1T˜ µν∇˜ρ(∇˜ρ(τµν))− ΩD2 −1∇˜ρ(τµν )∇˜ν(T˜µρ)
− ΩD2 −1∇˜ρ(τµν )∇˜ρ(T˜µν) + n
µ∇˜µ(δT˜ νν)
Ω
− τ˜ n˜µΩD2 −1∇˜ν(T˜ νµ )− nµΩ
D
2 −1T˜ νµ ∇˜ν(τ˜ )
− 1
2
DτˆµΩ
D
2 −1∇˜ν(T˜ νµ )− Ω
D
2 −1T˜ µν∇˜ν(τˆµ)− 1
2
DΩD−3τµν T˜ ρµ χνρ −
1
2
DΩD−3χρρτ
µν T˜µν
+
1
2
Dn˜µτˆνΩ
D
2 −2T˜ ρµ g˜νρ +
D2n˜µn˜νδT˜µν
4Ω2
− Dn˜
µn˜νδT˜µν
2Ω2
− 1
2
DΩ
D
2 −2δT˜ µνχµν
+Ω
D
2 −2δT˜ µνχµν +Ω
D
2 −2δT˜ µµχ
ν
ν +
1
2
DfΩD−3τµν T˜µν − τ˜ΩD−2T˜ µνχµν − 1
2
DfΩ
D
2 −2δT˜ µµ
(120)
We see that, as long as δT˜µν = O(Ω2), these terms are regular at Ω = 0. As it turns out, δTµν =
O(ΩD2 −3), so we are in good shape if D ≥ 10. In fact, a more careful analysis of the terms which appear
to diverge in (119) and (120) reveals that we only need D ≥ 6.
A.3 Hyperbolicity
Thus, for D ≥ 6, the set of equations (112) through (118) form a closed set of regular, second order
PDE. We now claim that this system is also hyperbolic. For a system of PDE, of the form
PµνXY∇µ∇νuY + (lower order terms) = 0 (121)
the principle symbol is defined via the determinant of the matrix P , taken over its X,Y indices, i.e.
P (ξ) = det(PµνXY ξµξν) (122)
Because of the form of equations (112)-(118), we can take the matrix PµνXY ξµξν to be upper-triangular,
with diagonal entries ξ2. Thus this system of equations is hyperbolic.
A.4 Gauge Fixing
There is one final issue which we need to deal with in this appendix: the gauge fixing. In particular, the
gauge we fix for the matter perturbations may potentially cause problems, since it involves a negative
power of Ω when expressed in terms of the non-rescaled quantities.
If we make a change of gauge which respects our asymptotic flatness conditions, then we are making
the change
δgµν → δgµν +∇µXν +∇νXµ (123)
Where we can conformally rescale the gauge vector Xµ according to
Xµ = Ω
D−4
2 X˜µ (124)
In order to obey our asymptotic flatness conditions, the component of Xµ in the n˜ direction must fall
off one power of Ω faster, and so we can define
n˜µX˜µ = Ωη (125)
Then, in terms of conformally rescaled variables, our gauge conditions become
g˜νρ∇˜ρ(∇˜ν(X˜µ)) +
∇˜ν(τ νµ )
Ω
+DX˜νΩ
D
2 −2χµν +
1
2
DX˜µΩ
D
2 −2χνν + X˜
νR˜µν − 2∇˜µ(η)− 1
2
∇˜µ(τ˜ )
− 1
4
D2fX˜µΩ
D
2 −2 − 1
2
DfX˜µΩ
D
2 −2 − Dτ˜n˜µ
4Ω
− Dτˆµ
2Ω
− τˆµ
Ω
= 0
(126)
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and
nµ∇˜ν(τ νµ )
Ω
− 2ΩD2 −1χµν∇˜ν(X˜µ)− X˜µΩD2 −1∇˜ν(χ νµ ) + Ωg˜µν∇˜ν(∇˜µ(η)) +
1
2
DX˜µn˜νΩ
D
2 −2χµν
+ X˜µn˜νΩ
D
2 −2χµν + X˜
µn˜νR˜µν +
1
2
DηΩ
D
2 −1χµµ + ηΩ
D
2 −1χµµ −
1
2
n˜µ∇˜µ(τ˜ )− Dn˜
µτˆµ
2Ω
− n
µτˆµ
Ω
− 1
4
D2ηfΩ
D
2 −1 − 1
2
DηfΩ
D
2 −1 − 1
4
Dfτ˜Ω
D
2 −1 = 0
(127)
Note that both of the above equations are regular at Ω = 0 as long as
∇˜ντνµ − D + 2
2
τµ − D
4
τnµ = O(Ω) (128)
However, an arbitrary solution to the equations of motion for the rescaled metric and matter fields will
not satisfy (128), unless we perform a change of gauge, which involves solving (126) and (127). The
source terms in these equations diverge at Ω = 0, which may seem like bad news. However, we do
not require any kind of control over the size of the gauge vector field Xµ near infinity, and so merely
establishing existence of a solution for Ω > 0 should suffice.
A solution to equations (126) and (127) in the region Ω > 0 exists by the following argument: let
ǫ > 0. Then a solution to (126) and (127) exists in the region Ω > ǫ, since we can replace Ω−1 in
equations (126) and (127) with
Ω¯ =
{
Ω if Ω > ǫ
smooth if ǫ ≥ Ω ≥ 0 (129)
A solution to this equation exists by the previous arguments, and it will also solve the original equations
in the region Ω > 0, by the “domain of dependence property” of the wave equation i.e. solutions in some
region depend only on the data and equations of motion in the causal past of that region. Of course,
this does not mean that these solutions will have a well-defined limit as Ω → 0, but we do not require
that our gauge vector is well defined in this limit. We also note that the standard transverse gauge, after
conformal rescaling, becomes
∇˜ντνµ − 1
2
Ω∇˜µτ˜ +
(
1− D
4
)
nµτ − D + 2
2
τˆµ = 0 (130)
This is almost identical to (111), and so imposing it engenders the same issues.
Another interesting observation is the following: suppose we have a solution to the equations of motion
in some other gauge, in which the perturbations are still asymptotically flat (meaning that the variables
defined in (109) are smooth up to the boundary of the manifold). Then we claim that the necessary
condition for our desired gauge change, (128), is in fact satisfied. The reason for this is that these terms,
multiplied by Ω−1, are precisely the apparently divergent terms which appear in the equations of motion
for the conformally rescaled metric (this was the reason for our choice of gauge). Thus, if we already
have a solution to these equations of motion, (128) must be satisfied, since we can relate these terms to
regular ones through the equations of motion.
B Hamiltonian Formalism
In this section we recast the field equations into Hamiltonian form (see [38], [39]). Choosing a spacelike
hypersurface Σ with unit normal nµ, and a timelike vector tµ we perform the usual decomposition of tµ
into the lapse N and shift Na, where from now on Latin indices will refer to tensors on Σ and Greek
indices to tensors M.
The fields appearing in the Hamiltonian will be the restriction to Σ of the metric, hab and the
momentum canonically conjugate to this, πab; the scalar fields φA and their canonical momenta pA; the
restriction to Σ of the gauge fields (AI)a... and the momenta canonically conjugate to these, (ΠI)
a....
The Hamiltonian also includes some unphysical fields representing the gauge degrees of freedom: the
lapse function N , the shift vector Na, and the normal components of the gauge fields VI = ınAI . With
these definitions, the Hamiltonian is found to be
H =
∫
Σ
(
NC0 +NaCa +N(VI)a1...ap−1(C(VI))a1...ap−1
)
(131)
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where C0 = 0 is the Hamiltonian constraint, Ca = 0 is the momentum constraint and CVI = 0 are the
Gauss law constraints, and surface terms have been neglected. The constraints are given explicitly by:
C0 = −
√
hR+
1√
h
(
πabπab − 1
D − 2π
2
)
+
1
2
√
hFAB∂aφ
A∂aφB +
1
2
1√
h
FABpApB
+
√
hV (φ) +
1
2(p+ 1)!
√
hGIJ (dA
I)a1...ap+1(dAJ )a1...ap+1 +
p!
2
1√
h
GIJ (ΠI)
a1...ap(ΠJ )a1...ap
Ca = −2
√
hDb
(
π ba√
h
)
+ pA∂aφ
A + (p+ 1)∂[aA
I
b1...bp]
Π
b1...bp
I
C(VI) = (−1)(D−1)p+D
√
h ∗ d ∗
(
Π♭I
√
h
)
(132)
where Π♭I is the (n− 1)-form density formed by lowering the indices on ΠI with hab.
We also require the linearised versions of the constraint equations. Satisfaction of these (when lin-
earised about a solution to the constraint equations) is equivalent to:
0 = Rabδhab −DaDbδhab +DcDcδh− 1
h
(
πabπab − 1
D − 2π
2
)
δh+
2
h
πcaπbcδhab −
2
D − 2
1
h
ππabδhab
− 1
2
FAB∂
aφA∂bφBδhab − 1
2
FAB
1
h
pApBδh− 1
2p!
GIJ (dA
I)ac1...cp(dAJ )bc1...cpδhab
− 1
2
GIJ (ΠI)
a1...ap(ΠJ )a1...apδh+
pp!
2
1
h
GIJ(ΠI)
ac1...cp−1(ΠJ )
b
c1...cp−1δhab +
2
h
πabδπ
ab
− 2
h
1
D − 2πδπ + FAB∂
aφA∂aδφ
B +
1
2(p+ 1)!
GIJ,A(dA
I)a1...ap+1(dAJ )a1...ap+1δφ
A
+
p!
2
GIJ,A(ΠI)
a1...ap(ΠJ )a1...apδφ
A + V,Aδφ
A +
1
2
FAB,C(∂aφ
A∂aφB)δφC +
1
2
1
h
FAB,CpApBδφ
C
+
1
2
1
h
FABpAδpB +GIJ (dA
I)a1...ap+1(dδAJ )a1...ap+1 + p!G
IJ(ΠI)
a1...ap(δΠJ )a1...ap
0 = −2
√
hDc
(
πcb√
h
)
δhab − 2πbcDcδhab + πbcDaδhbc − 2
√
hDb
(
δπ ba√
h
)
+ pA∂aδφ
A + δpA∂aφ
A
+ (p+ 1)∂[a(δAI)b1...bp](Π
I)b1...bp + (p+ 1)∂[a(A
I)b1...bp](δΠI)
b1...bp
0 = d ∗
(
δΠ♭I√
h
)
(133)
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